ProfitSource
The Edge For Active Investors

Technical Analysis

> Inbuilt Elliott Wave Projections
> Powerful Trading Systems
> Unrivalled Scanning Capabilities

IntegratedInvestor Series
Elliott Wave Trading Signals
Our proprietary Elliott Wave Trading Signals offer low risk high probability entry points, and can be combined with more traditional preprogrammed technical analysis signals for maximum effect.

Precomputed Scans
ProfitSource takes the lead for you by pre-computing hot opportunities in the markets you like to trade and placing them on your start screen every time you log in. Select a stock, view the chart and make the trade.

Technical Indicators
ProfitSource allows you to view a stock using multiple indicators at the one time, significantly improving your probability of finding profitable trades. Select from over 40 technical indicators to find those winning combinations.

Favourites Toolbar
Your Favourites Toolbar is easily customizable, providing quick access to commonly used tools. Save your favourite settings so that they display every time you open your software.
The Edge for Active Investors

ProfitSource is an advanced financial market analysis software package designed to help you identify and profit from winning trades. With sophisticated scanning algorithms and fully customizable search capabilities, the software allows you to quickly and easily find trades that meet your predefined criteria. Launch ProfitSource and take on world markets using the most powerful technical analysis tool available.

Stay Alert with ProfitSource

ProfitSource allows you to set up Alerts in less than a minute and use them to constantly monitor the markets according to your predefined criteria. Activate as many alerts as you want and create a virtual team of financial opportunity advisors personally focused on your trading so you never miss an opportunity again!
**ProfitSource** – The Edge for Active Investors

Combining the strength and accuracy of Elliott Wave with a myriad of other technical indicators, **ProfitSource** is leading the way in technical analysis tools for traders and investors. Thousands worldwide have experienced **ProfitSource**’s power, now it’s your turn!

**Powerful Precomputed Scans**
- Isolate trading opportunities that match your preferred trading style.
- Combine criteria to find the optimal results.
- Set up routine scans and run them daily.
- View your results using our split screen functionality.

**Detailed System Testing**
- Learn how to recognize patterns in profits.
- Create a new strategy and gauge its success.
- Unique, extensive and easy-to-use interface to begin system testing immediately.
- See your most profitable strategies at a glance.

**Unrivalled Elliott Wave Tools**
- Clear Elliott Wave patterns on every chart.
- Elliott Wave scans giving you the stocks to watch.
- Time and Price Projections so you know where a stock is likely to head and when.
- Fibonacci retracement tools so you can see the next likely price level.

**Comprehensive Market Data**
**World Markets at Your Fingertips**
Trading decisions are made on information. This information needs to be timely, accurate and consistent. **ProfitSource** provides data for domestic and international markets allowing you to spot opportunities as they happen.

**Futures/Forex Module**
**Profit From International Markets**
**ProfitSource** owners have access to a unique add on in the form of the Futures/Forex module which allows you to follow the underlying futures, interest rate and commodity markets - all of which are leading indicators of stock and sector performance.